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Scientific Achievement
Additive manufacturing (AM) methods for rapid prototyping of 3D materials (3D printing) have
become increasingly popular with a particular recent emphasis on those methods used for
metallic materials. These processes typically involve an accumulation of cyclic phase changes.
The widespread interest in these methods is largely stimulated by their unique ability to create
components of considerable complexity. However, modeling such processes is exceedingly
difficult due to the highly localized and drastic material evolution that often occurs over the
course of the manufacture time of each component. Final product characterization and validation
are currently driven primarily by experimental means as a result of the lack of robust modeling
procedures. In the present work, the authors discuss primary detrimental hurdles that have
plagued effective modeling of AM methods for metallic materials while also providing logical
speculation into preferable research directions for overcoming these hurdles. The primary focus
of this work encompasses the specific areas of high-performance computing, multiscale
modeling, materials characterization, process modeling, experimentation, and validation for final
product performance of additively manufactured metallic components.
Significance
Additive manufacturing (AM) methods for rapid prototyping of 3D materials (3D printing) have
become increasingly popular with a particular recent emphasis on those methods used for
metallic materials. These processes typically involve an accumulation of cyclic phase changes.
The widespread interest in these methods is largely stimulated by their unique ability to create
components of considerable complexity. However, modeling such processes is exceedingly
difficult due to the highly localized and drastic material evolution that often occurs over the
course of the manufacture time of each component. Final product characterization and validation
are currently driven primarily by experimental means as a result of the lack of robust modeling
procedures. In the present work, the authors discuss primary detrimental hurdles that have
plagued effective modeling of AM methods for metallic materials while also providing logical
speculation into preferable research directions for overcoming these hurdles. The primary focus
of this work encompasses the specific areas of high-performance computing, multiscale
modeling, materials characterization, process modeling, experimentation, and validation for final
product performance of additively manufactured metallic components. research initiatives in the
area of computational analysis of AM materials, processes and products as potentially acceptable
solutions.
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